Fabric Ottoman Foot Stool Rest Pouffe Footstool Wood Storage Padded
Seat
RRP: $64.95
With this soft-as-a-cloud square ottoman from Randy & Travis Machinery,
you'll have one more reason to look forward to coming home from work
every evening. With its light grey neutral colour and plush sponge
padding, it will treat your feet to the ultimate in comfort. Breathable faux
linen fabric allows air to circulate as you prop up your feet, keeping your
feet cool and dry.
Not only does this ottoman provide the perfect footstool, but it's also a
great choice to have on hand when guests pop by. Its sturdy construction
and comfortable surface make it an ideal occasional piece for extra
seating.
Use it to hold a snack tray or as a bedside table in a guest room—it's as
versatile as it is beautiful. Its compact size allows you to store it easily in a
wardrobe when you don't need it.
Its simple design profile makes it an excellent choice in homes of every
style, while its neutral colour blends in beautifully with a wide range of
colour palettes. Four natural pine legs give it beauty and stability. With a
maximum weight capacity of 100 kilogrammes, this ottoman can seat
people of almost every size.
For utility, comfort, and looks, this gorgeous light grey ottoman will add a
touch of class to any room. Get one for your home today!
Features and specifications:
Legs and frame: Natural pine
Upholstery: Breathable faux linen
Padding: Sponge foam
Dimensions: 28 x 28 x 30 cm
Diameter (legs): 5.5 cm
Weight capacity: 100 kg
Colour: Grey
Floor pads to eliminate skidding
Small size makes storage easy
No assembly needed—pre-assembled
Subtle design profile; neutral colour palette
Attributes:
Colour: Grey
Shape: Squircle
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